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Hopkins Univ.)

Read Caption
Scientists don’t know what dark matter is, but can tell it must exist.
Galaxy clusters like this one (CL0024+17) bend light more than
their ordinary matter ought to—suggesting that massive haloes of
dark matter, simulated in light blue, surround them.
Photograph by NASA, ESA, M. J. Jee and H. Ford et al. (Johns
Hopkins Univ.)
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Now that gravitational waves have been detected,
what's left to discover? Plenty—including some of
the universe's biggest questions.
Now that physicists have directly observed gravitational waves,
ripples through spacetime itself, the last bit of Einstein’s theory of
general relativity has clicked into place. But there’s still more fun to
be had: Physicists and astronomers are far from answering the
universe’s most fundamental questions.
Here are a few of the many mysteries of the universe that scientists
haven’t solved yet.

What is the Universe Made Of?
For centuries, humans have gazed at galaxies and peered deep
inside atoms. Yet everything we’ve ever seen makes up only five
percent of the universe.
We’re still looking for the rest. About 27 percent of the universe is
believed to be dark matter, a ghostly substance that doesn’t emit or
reflect light. Astronomers are sure that it exists, though, since
galaxies wouldn’t have formed without it, and would fly apart unless
they were embedded in enormous, stabilizing haloes of the stuff.
No one knows for sure what dark matter is. It might be made up of
hypothetical particles called weakly interacting massive particles, or
WIMPS, or of sterile neutrinos. But researchers are still waiting for
detectors to spot the tiny flashes of light that ordinary atoms should
produce when dark matter particles slam into them.
Gravitational Waves: What You Should Know February 11, 2016 Researchers have confirmed the discovery of gravitational waves.
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These ripples, which are produced by enormous cosmic events,
could signal a new era in astronomy. Here's what you should know
about them.
If visible and dark matter combined are 32 percent of the universe,
what’s the other 68 percent? A pervasive—and downright confusing
—force known as dark energy.
To explain the universe’s bizarrely accelerating expansion, current
theory holds that the universe must be dominated by a repulsive
gravitational force. This force, what we think of as dark energy,
probably has something to do with the energy content of empty
space, a “cosmological constant” Einstein once concocted in a
now-ironic effort to prove that the universe wasn’t expanding.
Astronomers are busy scanning the skies to measure dark energy’s
magnitude. But how it actually works remains anyone’s guess.
Picture of an astronaut on a spacewalk

View Images
Astronaut Tim Kopra performs a spacewalk outside the
International Space Station. While it looks as though he’s free of
Earth’s gravity, it’s still tugging on him; he’s free-falling around the
Earth too quickly to be pulled down to the surface.
Photograph by NASA

Why is Gravity So Weird?
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Of the universe’s four fundamental forces, gravity is an oddball,
since there’s no good explanation for why it’s quadrillions of times
weaker than electromagnetism or the forces that hold together
atoms’ nuclei. Why can a mere refrigerator magnet defy an entire
planet’s gravitational tug?
Theorists have a few ideas. One longtime effort has tried
reconciling relativity—which describes gravity as a consequence of
curved spacetime—with quantum mechanics by ascribing gravity to
fields of particles called gravitons. Or perhaps gravity really is as
strong as the other three forces, but its influence leaks into extra
dimensions.

Are We Alone? And Where is Everyone?
Current evidence in our hunt for E.T. suggests that Earth is hardly
alone—but we may need to broaden our definition of “alien.”
On one hand, astronomers now have discovered thousands of
exoplanets orbiting distant stars, allowing some to estimate that our
galaxy alone hosts billions of potentially habitable, Earth-like
planets. Some have even argued that the universe’s fundamental
rules for energy and temperature inevitably lead to life’s
emergence.
But if the conditions of life are so common, why haven’t we seen
signs of alien life? This issue, called the Fermi paradox, has drawn
all sorts of explanations. Perhaps extraterrestrials are treating Earth
as a wilderness area. Or maybe evolution contains a “Great Filter”
that nips spacefaring civilizations in the bud.
Some scientists and philosophers have even argued that biological
life is transitory, and that the universe’s dominant life forms are
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superintelligent robots, which would live in colder, darker parts of
the universe than where we’ve been looking. And perhaps these
robots wouldn’t be keen to talk to us, since we’re comparatively
primitive meat.
Picture of the movie E.T.

View Images
While extraterrestrials are usually biological in the movies, some
scholars suggest that superintelligent robots are the universe’s true
dominant form of life. Move over, E.T.—and hello, Cylons.
Photograph by ScreenProd/Photononstop, Alamy

Is Our Universe Alone?
Just as Earth seems improbably friendly to life, some fundamental
aspects of the universe sit at suspiciously convenient values—a
pattern called the naturalness problem. Increase dark energy’s
value slightly, for instance, and the early universe would have
expanded too quickly for galaxies to stick together.
Yet the universe’s overwhelming size all but guarantees that Earthlike planets exist, as a matter of probability. Along this line of
thinking, some physicists argue that, like Earth among planets, our
universe is one of innumerably many—but that ours happens to
have the conditions that allow us to exist. Otherwise, we wouldn’t
be here to study and write about it.
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Proponents of this multiverse model claim that it neatly explains our
universe’s habitability, but many scientists find it irritatingly circular
in its reasoning. Proving or disproving such a sweeping statement
verges on the philosophical, and ultimately will have to grapple with
how common universes like ours are in comparison to other
varieties. Yowza.
Follow Michael Greshko on Twitter.
Michael Greshko is a writer for National Geographic's science desk.

Follow Michael
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What made this ancient society sacrifice its own children?
Take a train through North Korea's rarely seen countryside
Flowers can hear buzzing bees—and it makes their nectar sweeter
Dear Huygens: When you landed on an alien moon, you changed
my life
Fourteen years ago today, the spacecraft completed the farthest
landing on another world—forever shaping the work of one
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scientist.
Astronomers may have finally seen a star become a black hole
“This is the target we've been waiting for for years,” says one
astrophysicist.
Swarm of mysterious radio bursts seen coming from deep space
The bevy of high-speed flashes came from 1.5 billion light-years
away, and they include one exceedingly rare repeating burst.
Before we explored outer space, we tried to paint it
In 1939, artist Charles Bittinger imagined worlds we hadn’t traveled
to yet—sometimes with impressive accuracy.
The upside of rising jellyfish numbers? Many animals eat them
Duking it out over dung, beetle battle heads into overtime
Male hermit crabs evolved larger sex organs to avoid losing…
The Bahamas’ iconic conch could soon disappear
Watch an endangered eagle chick grow up in rare video
Can the Selfie Generation Unplug and Get Into Parks?
The Next Moon Landing Is Near—Thanks to These Pioneering
Engineers
Deepest Dive Under Antarctica Reveals a Shockingly Vibrant World
It’s Like the Apocalypse, but Smaller
Out of the Shadows, the Wildcats You've Never Seen
How to see the last 'blood moon' eclipse of the decade
Ancient Earth saw a huge spike in meteor impacts. It may be…
Devastating quakes are priming the Himalaya for a mega-disaster
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Ancient animal walked tall, surprising scientists
Inside the world's largest collection of animal milk
These “church forests” protect Ethiopia’s fragile landscapes
Global alliance to take on plastic waste in the environment
A running list of how President Trump is changing …
How Maine's giant spinning ice disk formed
A running list of action on plastic pollution
Dirt is Good: Why the Outdoors is the World's Greatest Playground
Future Power: Where Will the World Get Its Next Energy Fix?
10 Winning Images Capture the Beauty of Protected Lands
How the Environment Has Changed Since the First Earth Day
Do You Know How to "Go Green"?
This new bike trail will connect 8 European countries
The decade's last 'blood moon' is coming—here's where to watch
The world's most surprising airport attractions
She arrived a tourist. The island’s beauty inspired her to …
Secrets of the Garden
Apache youth reclaim their story through skateboarding
Excerpt: Jane Goodall, how a woman redefined mankind
In exile, Hebrews found hope in Prophet Ezekiel’s visions
A running list of how President Trump is changing …
Jesse James's life of crime began in the bloody violence of the…
Nat Geo Explorers' Travel Hacks and Stories
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Explorers Enter Heart of Africa With Fat Bikes and Scuba Gear
This Discovery Changes the Human Story. But How?
How 9 National Geographic Explorers Got Their Start
Opinion: 6 Reasons Antarctic Explorers Were Tougher 100 Years
Ago
One climber's pursuit of an unclimbed peak
Second explorer completes Antarctic crossing
Explorer completes historic Antarctic trek
Celebrating Christmas on expedition
Antarctic explorers enter no-rescue zone
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